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ASUS TurboV EVO is an overclocking utility that intends to help the computer users that own an ASUS motherboard to
boost the performance of their system. It allows you to try different settings in order to determine the most stable
configuration for a smooth computer usage. Most computer users have thought about overclocking their system at
least once, but the thought of dealing with the BIOS settings made them give up the idea. This tool aims to help the
casual computer user to get better performance stats without going through the trial and error process of changing
the BIOS parameters manually. The program includes an AutoTunning feature that enables the user to find the most
stable configuration by clicking one button. During this process, the app tests multiple scenarios by changing the CPU
voltage and other parameters. You can view the status of the operation and decide whether you want to keep the
settings. Usually, overclocking is a delicate operation that is tackled by experienced users since it requires you to
modify multiple parameters and to find the optimal combination. You need to modify settings manually and to
remember each change in order to restore the previous configuration in case the system proves to be unstable. ASUS
TurboV EVO can help you try different combinations in less time and to save the parameter values to a profile that
can be loaded with just a few clicks. While manual tuning is not recommended for casual users, you can earn
experience by trying out different CPU or memory voltage values. The interface of the application is easy to
understand and enables you to adjust the motherboard voltages and to apply different profiles with minimum effort.
The user can also change the profile or the bus speed by using a remote controller connected through the TurboKey
feature. Overall, this app is designed to make overclocking an easier task by providing a friendly user interface and
access to the tools required to fine-tune your computer performance. User Reviews: Review Date: 12/06/2014
01:06:00 AM Rating: Reviews: - Review by SAVIEWIRE 01 The title says it all. This is a program for optimizing the CPU.
It scans it's Voltage and the frequencies to find the best settings. It's free. CPU of course. - Review by jjudy01 Very
good overclock tool. - Review by joshwayne33 I give this program an A+ with a warning "GIMME MY DICE BACK!" -
Review by Hamster30004 If you want to try tweaking your CPU clock speed settings for
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access to the tools required to fine-tune your computer performance. ● ★ ◑ ◑ ● ★ ◑ ◑ ● ★ ◑ ◑ ● Setting up a
router is something that many people struggle with. You can save yourself a lot of hassles by following a few basic
steps that will make your router setup a breeze. When you're done, your router will be ready for action. ● ★ ◑ ◑ ● ★
◑ ◑ ● ★ ◑ ◑ ● Downloading and installing a router is an easy process that won't require you to have any technical
knowledge. ● ★ ◑ ◑ ● ★ ◑ ◑ ● ★ ◑ ◑ ● Setting up 3a67dffeec
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Costs 25.95 USD, 40.95 EUR, 48.45 AUD. We are proudly presented the completed new version of the ASUS eXtreme
Tuning Utility. ASUS TurboV EVO is a utility that enables the user to overclock the CPU by entering specific BIOS
parameters. It is very easy to use because it can adjust all the motherboard voltages at one click. Other features
include a complete information page, a special Quick Setup mode and a support for the SmartFan 3 adjustable fan
speed control. The main features of ASUS TurboV EVO: ASUS TurboV EVO is a Utility that allows the user to overclock
the mainboard. To do so, the software will seek out the fastest and most stable motherboard for your PC. ASUS
TurboV EVO is perfect for the casual overclocker as it is so easy to use. ASUS TurboV EVO has an AutoTuning feature
that automatically searches for a stable configuration of your motherboard. It provides additional information about
the used motherboard’s capabilities and provides optimization settings for the CPU, Vcore, memory and PCI-E bus
speed. This feature is unique and allows the user to decide if a certain configuration should be kept or not. ASUS
TurboV EVO offers a list of all BIOS settings for a more convenient access. Multiple profiles can be saved to load in
just a few clicks. With the help of SmartFan 3, ASUS TurboV EVO can automatically adjust your fan speed. ASUS
TurboV EVO has a high-performance and easy-to-use interface. The application is designed to be intuitive and will
help you overclock your computer even if you are a casual overclocker. Many settings will display the manufacturer’s
recommendation. ASUS’s tuning recommendations are valid for most users of TurboV EVO. The user can change
many settings like the AGP_Front and PCI-E bus settings. This will enable the user to squeeze out higher performance
from their motherboard. ASUS TurboV EVO supports all ASUS motherboards except for Z9A-S Plus and Z8S-Plus. A
Help button is found on the left side of the application that leads the user to the manual for ASUS TurboV EVO.
Support for Delkor kits. ASUS TurboV EVO comes with a 60-day money back guarantee. The new version comes

What's New in the?

"TurboV EVO is a customized BIOS for Z68/67/66 motherboard. From v1.0.9, you can use four methods to change the
voltage: 1. Press 'Z' Key; 2. Press “F2” Key; 3. Press “F11” Key; 4. Use arrows on the screen to choose the “Enter”
button and then press “Enter” button. You can modify the CPU (0F, 2F, or 6F), DRAM (3-8G) or SMD (0-6G) voltage on
TurboV EVO. TurboV EVO includes auto-tune function, which can find the most stable setting quickly. You can save
your settings to a profile, and you can restore to the previous profile on TurboV EVO. You can use the “Save to
profile” button in the main window to save the current BIOS settings to a profile, and you can restore to previous BIOS
settings using “Load to profile” button. Please press Ctrl+I to enter the “Apply Profile” screen, then “Browse” button
to select a profile, and “Load” button to load BIOS settings. " A Beginner's Guide to Z68 Express-M Motherboard
Overclocking: BIOS Tweaker 1.0 The BIOS is the interface that enables the user to change the settings of your
motherboard at the time of system installation. The BIOS is normally accessed by pressing the DEL button on the
motherboard. Some users may need help with BIOS settings. Below we will show you a brief introduction to the
settings you can change in BIOS. What is overclocking? Overclocking is a term used to define changing the settings of
the motherboard. Before we do that, let's look at how a motherboard performs the way it is by default. A motherboard
is configured for its best performance at the factory setting. If you want to increase your computer's performance,
you need to make changes to the BIOS settings. A BIOS Tweaker will enable you to do so. What settings are available
in BIOS? There are a few settings in BIOS. They all fall under one of four main categories: Power, Setup, Utilities and
Boot. Power - Power options let you choose the power supply specifications. Setup - Setup settings enable you to
change the system clocks, built
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